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Abstract 
We give a characterization of compact ordinal spaces by means of the existence of a continuous 
selection which has the property that the value of every nonempty closed set is an isolated point 
of the closed set. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Characterization theorem 
For a topological space X we use F(X) to denote the space of all closed, nonempty 
subsets of X endowed with the Vietoris topology [8,3]. Recall that the basis for the 
Vietoris topology consists of sets 
(&.v,....V,)= FE-T(X): FC U~/,andFn~‘,#~foralli<n , 
i r<n 1 
with n an arbitrary natural number and r/;,, VI,. . . , V, arbitrary open subsets of X. 
A map f : F(X) 4 X is called a seZection on X if f(F) E F for every F E 3(X). 
A continuous selection is a selection f : F(X) --f X which is continuous. As usual an 
ordinal is the set of predecessor ordinals, and a cardinal is the least ordinal with the same 
cardinality. 
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Some topological spaces can be characterized by means of the existence of continuous 
selections, for instance: 
Theorem 0 (van Mill and Wattel [5]). A compact Hausdofl space is orderable if and 
only if it admits a continuous selection. 
Other such examples can be found in [4,7]. It is shown in [6] that topological spaces 
with some kind of “connectedness” can be characterized by the number of continuous 
selections which exist on these spaces. However, this is not the case of compact ordinal 
spaces. To characterize these spaces, we require the existence of a continuous selection 
with an additional property: 
Theorem 1. Let X be a compact Hausdo#space. The following are equivalent: 
(1) X is homeomolphic to an ordinal space. 
(2) There exists a continuous selection 4 : 3(X) --+ X such that 4(F) is an isolated 
point of F for every F E 3(X). 
Proof. (1) + (2) Let X = S + 1 be an ordinal space. Define a map (p : 3(X) -+ X 
such that 4(F) is the minimum element of F with respect to the usual order < on X 
for every F E 3(X). Then obviously 4 satisfies the condition (2). 
(2) + (1) Let K = 1x1 be the cardinality of X and K+ be the smallest cardinal bigger 
than K. By induction we can define a transfinite sequence (2,: cy < K+} of points of X 
such that for every LY < R+: 
(i) X, = {Z:p: p < a} is open in X, 
(ii) if Y, = X \ X, # 0, then 2, = $(Yol). 
This could be done because 4(F) is an isolated point of F for every F E 3(X). Let 
60 = min{cl < n +: Y, = 0}. By the compactness of X and (i), 80 must be a successor 
ordinal. Let So = 6 + 1. Then X = (5,: Q < 6 + 1) = X6+,. 
First, by induction on LY < S + 1 we shall show that: 
(iii) X, C Xa+l for every a < S + 1. 
Suppose that (iii) holds for every /? < a, that is, X0 c X,+1 for every p < CK. 
If (Y = p+ 1 is a successor ordinal, then by the inductive hypothesis Xp c Xp+l = X,, 
so 
x~=XpU{zp}=XpU{zp}CXaU{5p}=XaCXa+l. 
Assume that Q is a limit ordinal. Suppose also that x, c Xa+l does not hold. Then 
F = X, \ Xor+l is a nonempty closed subset of X. In particular, F is compact. 
Claim 1. For every open set V in X with F c V, the set {/3 < (1~: x0 E V} is cofinal 
in cx. 
Claim 2. IfW is an open set of X with {cE~} U F c W, then the set {,b’ < CY: zzp E W} 
is eventually in CY, that is, there is PO < Q such that xp E W whenever ,L?o < p < CY. 
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To prove Claim 1 assume that {p: J < cl> xp E V} is not cofinal in a. Then there is 
aa < Q such that (x0: (~0 < a < cy} n V = 0. We have 
0 # F = F n V = ( ({x0: D < oo} u { ~8: ~0 < fl < 4) \ x,,,,) n v = 0, 
which is a contradiction. 
In order to show Claim 2, suppose that it does not hold. Then there exists an open 
set W of X such that {x0} U F c W and A = (0 < a: xp $ W} is cofinal in cr. Let 
-- 
XA = (x3: /? E A}. Then XA c X,4 \ W, so X.4 c X, \ W c X, \ (F U {xa}) = 
X,+, \ {xa} = X,. Th - ere ore XA has an open cover {XA n Xp: p < a} which has f
no finite subcover. This contradicts the compactness of XA. Hence Claim 2 holds. 
Note that x, +! F. Let Uo and Ut be two disjoint open sets of X with x, E U. and 
F c Cl,. Since 4(Ya) = xol, by continuity of 4 there is a neighborhood (VO, V, , . . , V,,) 
of Y, in 3(X) such that 
(iv) 4((%, K, . . . , K)) c UO, and 
(v) if V, n F # 4, then K C UI for i = 0, 1: . . . .71,. 
Put 
u = U{Q 2, E Vi}, v==~{L$: KnFfQ)} and W=UUV. 
Then W is open and contains {x,} U F, and also V c U1 by (v). By Claims 1 and 2, 
the set {,8 < N: xp E V} is cofinal in cy and the set (0 < cr: xp E W} is eventually 
ina.SowecanfindP<asuchthatxpEVandYp={x,: [~<y<cu}uY,clIi. 
Since~#Y,~V,~Y~~~forO61~n,Y~~(V~,~,...~V,,).Hencexg~VcU, 
and x0 = ~(E’D) E Uo by (ii) and (iv). Therefore UO and 0’1 are not disjoint. This is a 
contradiction. Thus (iii) holds. 
Define a map g : X + So = 6 + 1 such that g(xcy) = (Y for every (u < h + 1. It is 
obvious that g is a bijection from X to SO. In order to show that g is a homeomorphism, 
it suffices to prove that g is continuous because X is compact. 
Now using (iii), continuity of g can be shown as follows. Let QI < 6 + 1. 
Case 1: Q = /? + 1 is a successor ordinal. By (iii), X0 c Xa+, = X,, so 
xcl = x,j u b-q?> = XR u (za> = Xd u {x0} c x/y+, u {x,7} = x0+, = x,,. 
Thus X, is closed in X. So the one point set {x,} = Xa+l \ X, is open in X. Hence 
x, is an isolated point in X. Therefore g is continuous at x,. 
Case 2: Q is a limit ordinal. For every p < (u, Xol+r \ X0 is an open neighborhood 
of .c, and is contained in {x7: ,!3’ 6 y < o} by (iii). Thus g is continuous at x,. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2. 0 
2. Example 
Let K and r be ordinal numbers. For a, /3 E K we denote: [cy,/?] = {y: Q < y < p}. 
Letr;EScr;,+l,rETcr+l.ByL(- ) n, I- we denote the quotient space obtained 
from the disjoint union of K + 1 and r + 1 by identifying the points K and r to one 
point co. 
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The following lemma is easy to prove. 
Lemma 2. Let (n’, K, r’, r) be a 4tuple of ordinal numbers satisfying: IF. is a cardinal 
and r < K, n’ < n and r’ < r. Then there is a homeomorphism g : [r’, r] @ [d, K] + 
[K’, K], where $ denotes the disjoint union. 
Theorem 3. Let K and r be infinite cardinals. Then L(n, r) is homeomorphic to an 
ordinal space if and only if both cf(n) and cf(r) are countable, where cf(r) means the 
cojinality of a cardinal r. 
Proof. Assume that L(n; r) is homeomorphic to a compact ordinal space 6 + 1. Let 
f : L(K; r) + S+ 1 be a homeomorphism. Since cf(/c) = cf(f(cc)) = cf(r), all we need 
is to show that cf(K) is countable. If it is not countable, then there exist an uncountable 
closed unbounded sets A c K and an uncountable closed unbounded set B c T- such 
that f(A) = f(A) U f(m) and f(B) = f(B) U f(m). By induction choose ordinal 
numbers GE, E f(A) and Pn E f(B) such that Q, < j& < cy,+i < /&+I for n E w. - - 
Then for y = supa, = supp, one has f(r) E f(A) C’ f(B). Since y # 00, it follows 
that f(r) E f(A) n f(B), and thus y E A CI B, which is a contradiction. 
We show the reverse implication. Assume that cf(K) = cf(r) = w and r < K. Choose 
sequences (6%: n E w} and {rn: n E w} of cardinal numbers such that /CO < ~1 < . , 
ro < 71 < . . . . sup/c, = K and supr, = r. Without loss of generality we can assume 
T, < K~ for every n E w. We can express 
L(K,r) = U[rn,ra+ll @ [K~, K~+I] U {m). 
n 
Now by applying the above lemma for a 4-tuple (K~, K,+I , r,, r,+l ) we get a homeo- 
morphism 
gn : [h, K~+I] CE [r,, rn+l] + [K,, K~+I] for each n E w. 
Define g : L(r;; r) -+ K such that g(z) = gn(z) for x E [K,, K,+,] G3 [rn,rn+l] and 
g(co) = 6 + 1. From the definition of ,g, it is easy to see that g is homeomorphism. 0 
Example 4. The space L(wl , WI) is a compact linearly orderable space. Hence L(wl , ~1) 
have a continuous selection by Theorem 0. In addition it is a scattered space but does 
not have a continuous selection satisfying condition (2) of Theorem 1 because, by the 
above theorem, it is not homeomorphic to a space of ordinals. 
Problem. Characterize spaces of ordinals via continuous selections under the condition 
of locally compactness. 
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